Travel Poetry

The Summer 2013 Muses' Gallery is inspired by Travel. Poetry has the power to
transport us to far off destinations. The following poems explore journeys,
destinations and cultural differences. Read and circumnavigate the globe
effortlessly.
Enjoy & keep on creating!
Highland Park Poetry is always interested in ideas for future contests, challenges
and our Muses' Gallery. Send your inspiration to jennifer@highlandparkpoetry.org.
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Feral in Rome
By
Deborah Rohde

feral cats guard the Coliseum
throngs of whiskered gladiator pusses
grizzled Latin grandmother feeds
the ratty band as tourists queue
outside the rubbled ruins
I could go feral here in this post
Etruscan stone heap
sleep among the buried bones
dream big cat dreams
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Front Porch, Michigan Worshipping at the summer cathedral;
wood-planked Victorian sanctuary
capping pew-like lawns, sunset
By
flanked. Soft rain and cricketsong liturgy
Elizabeth Surlin Gordonpunctuated by thunder's celestial
crackle. Piaf ballads reverberate
through speakers like ancient,
This poem was
chanted psalms. Lightning flashes
previously published
by BAC Street Journal

from sky to lake, vague reminders
of illuminating dreams -- vanished
upon awakening, leaving traces
of insight behind.
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Holiday in Firenze
By
Judith MK Tepfer

Piazza della Republica, Firenze,
sitting at a remnant of the Renaissance,
the café latté soothes me,
the sound of Spanish guitar warms me,
and the arms of my beloved lull me
as both of us close our eyes
and let this day wash over us,
our first day of pure Italian sunshine,
a holiday when all is closed and
we thought we'd have nothing to do ...
we are grateful there's nothing to do.
It is everything.
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Holland
By
Marjorie Rissman

It merely took the bed of tulips
To transport me to Holland:
My walking shoes became
Wooden clogs hand painted
With spring daffodils and robins,
The blossoming trees,
Now windmills in my mind.
I smelled the vendor's
Waffle cones freshly baking
Where seconds ago there was
The aroma of early morning
Dew on recently cut grass.
I saw ice cream parlors and chocolate stores
Instead of banks and iconic yellow arches.
The creek swollen from flooding rains
Returned to sleepy canals adorned with
Water taxis and barges slowly drifting
Beyond the pastel horizon.
Who needs a passport
When travel is a moment
Of one's own imagination.
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California U.S.A.
By
Terry Loncaric

I do not mind you are flirty,
occasionally shallow,
you wander and roam,
amble and meander
over rocky cliffs,
along sloping farmlands,
past crashing waves,
you expose your flesh,
change the colors
of your wardrobe
in a hot second.
With the precision
of your native bird,
the Condor, you swoop
down upon me,
push me to the edge
of your hairpin turns,
your killer inclines,
plunging gently into
your laughing, murky waves.
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Excerpt from PASSAGE

1
Near South Fallsburg the woods thin out.
Broadleaf and evergreen stretches
By
give way to golf courses and centers for
yoga.
James Reiss
Split-levels and rundown farms fit into a
puzzle
of secondary growth - stringy Catskill birch,
"(These are the) first 30 lines of 'Passage,'
ailanthus lean and hungry. One thinks of an
a 120-line poem that originally appeared
old
in The New Yorker. Subscribers to the
swami rising from lotus position with a
magazine can boot up the entire poem at
wand of peacock
<http://archives.newyorker.com/?i=1982feathers and the promise that out of this
07-12#folio=CV1>.
muck
My title, 'Passage,' alludes to Walt
of mind, this dumping ground for beer cans
Whitman's poem 'Passage to India' and E.
and despair,
M. Forster's novel A Passage to India. Like
one might recycle nectar.
the Whitman poem and the Forster novel,
my poem is all about travel; my poem
2
instantaneously travels from South
My bliss leaps up like a honey-colored
Fallsburg in upstate New York to the
Bengal tiger.
subcontinent of India."
Under a palmyra palm, polishing my stripes
with a sandpaper tongue,
I have dozed for decades in the shade.
I have swallowed the cobra of depression
as well as the mongoose of euphoria.
There is no end to the brush-clad plateau.
There is only the water hole where gazelles

gather,
where I have sprung anew
with a saber-toothed mantra.
3
Om. A line of disciples broadens
down a carpeted aisle toward a stage.
Shoeless, from all walks, they carry baskets
of fruit, flowers, or else nickel bags of
dope,
whiskey bottles - and their passage over the
rug
is marked by the absence of shuffling.
Somewhere elephants with diminutive ears
munch the tender shoots of treetops
and in good time honor night's guru, Death,
by laying down their tusks and trunks
quietly.
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We Travel the World
Over
By
Judith Bernstein

When we traveled to Japan
I bought so many silken robes
and raku pots
we had to buy an extra suitcase.
As we drove the narrow roads
of England, it was
chinaware and dusty books
that overflowed our bags.
Ah! We cruised the Danube…
What needlework
each East European
country had to offer!
So he swore we’d go
somewhere where
there would be no souvenirs
to waste his money.
And promptly booked
passage on a ship
to the icy wastes
of the vast Antarctic.
Little did he know
the mercantile British
maintain a T-shirt shop
on a penguin shitted island,
just for the likes of me.
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Charlotte Digregorio
"This senryu illustrates cultural
differences between Russians and
Americans. Actually, Europeans
and those of many other foreign
countries don't smile unless they
have a good reason to. Foreigners
can always spot the American
right away when he is walking
down the street smiling for no
reason at all."

moscow supermarket . . .
american greets the cashier
with a smile
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Aix En Provence
By
Gwen Rosman

There's a nice town in the south of France
That boasts the greatest Farmers Market
Your eyes will enhance.
Fruits-Veggies-Olives too
A Produce heaven we all agree
That Aix-En-Provence is the place to be.
Remember in your travel review
Aix-En-Provence je vous aime beaucoup,
Mon cherie.
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A Country Road
By
Daniel Cleary

Of all the simple things that please me best
Where I can find something approaching rest,
Of all those many things let me name one:
A country road lit by a summer sun.
A country road such as is hard to find
These days, without going out of your mind,
A road not traveled much by truck or car,
That weaves and winds and wanders off somewhere.
I love the twists and turns along the way,
I love to feel anointed by the day,
Crowned in my glory as a living man
Forging ahead without a thought or plan.
I love to leave the whole thing up to chance
Whither I go, like in some old romance,
Uncertain as to what I seek or why
When I set out, a case of do or die.
What do I think lies somewhere at the end,
That calls to me as surely as a friend?
The culmination of my heart’s desire
And every good to which I might aspire.

Katahdin
By
Susan T. Moss

The mountain bows
at its base and fans
into a trail narrowing
toward steep.
Short of a mile, pebbles
grow into boulders
arching through pine.
Cascading brook
blossoms and foams,
flashes under a bridge
far from taunting
summit above tree line
where toe by toe,
hand over hand,
rock-climbers cling
to edges along crevices
threatening the goal
of ridge beyond clouds,
hawks circling Maine
woods
seeded with pocket-size
ponds.
Blinks of humanity
goat foot past millions
of granite years
to stand on time's brow.
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Up North
By
Curt Vevang

Curt Vevang, Photographer

Abutting Michigan's exterior,
today we call it Lake Superior.
But there was a day when this great
sea,
was known by the name of “Gitche Gu'mee”
A town called Paradise sits on its
shore,
and Tahquamenon Falls lies right next
door.
This is the site in the mystic U. P.
where the poem Hiawatha came to be.
One Hundred and fifty years now have
passed,
since Longfellow’s epic opus was cast.
The small town's motel, "One room's all I
got."
"Non-smoking OK?" I signed on the spot.
The landscape lies still in ageless
beauty,
engulfing its aura seemed my duty.
Awesome terrain of an earlier time,
preserved yet today for hikers to climb.
The area’s charm gives pause to
reflect,
how was it back then? I mused as I trekked.
The serrated hills, their secrets
enfold,
Longfellow’s basis for his tale of old.
From the falls below, now eight miles I've
marched.
A hiker's high, I was tired and parched.
Arrived at the summit as it grew
dark.
The trailhead was perched in an old state
park.
Doubt if you will, but I knew it was
fate,
a micro brewery sat at the front gate.
I slept well that night after two or three
steins,
dreaming of a “then” of earlier times.
The only motel, a deal at the price,
the last non-smoking - room in Paradise.

Famous Potatoes
By
Gregg Shapiro
This poem was previously
published in
Ganymede Poets One

Just before you hit the road, there is ominous talk
of impassable passes, chains on tires, wind gusts, ascent
and descent. Vaporous clouds drape themselves across
mountains. Low-lying mist, heavy as syrup, hovers
over highways and traffic. The autumn sky wraps
its muscular arms around evergreens and rock
formations. Billboards advertising everything
from politicians to regional cuisine, adult bookstores
to Jesus, whiz by, occasionally prompting a double-take.
After four weeks on the road, days divide
equally into miles and hours, interstates and itineraries.
Blur
and focus become interchangeable. Across the Hood
River,
a freight train paces you, setting the foothills in motion.
You wonder if you saw Lewis and Clark hitchhiking
by the side of the road, if you would pull over
and offer them a ride. Once safely seatbelted
into the swiftly moving vehicle, their gear stowed
in the rear, would they lean their ruddy foreheads
against the windows, straining to read the slogans
on bumper stickers emblazoned across the back ends
of trucks and trunks of cars? What would they think
of the vibrant license plates brazenly bragging about
coastal Oregon's “Pacific Wonderland” or Idaho's
illustrious crop? The “Greatest Snow on Earth”
in Utah or the tarnished "Golden State" of California.
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Overwhelmed by the
Moon
By
Mark Hudson

As the news reports an oncoming eclipse,
I reminisce about my recent trip.
In Florida, I felt overwhelmed by the moon,
I got sick of watching children's cartoons.
We went swimming three days in a row,
but the moon shined with a curious glow.
The sun shone on certain days,
While rain came and left our family crazed.
My niece and nephew had a short attention span,
My second grade nephew thinks he is a man.
My second grade nephew really is great,
He told me to exercise and lift some weights.
Who was the authority figure, him or I?
Stuck on a plane, I was scared to fly.
Some say the moon is made of cheese,
but would you see it if you were in Belize?
The moon might mean diferent things,
to different cultures, to different kings.
Is the moon more mysterious than the sun?
As the days get longer, is night more fun?
I wish I could go back to Florida soon,
In Chicago, I'm overwhelmed by the moon.
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For Teresa
at the Bakery
in Ballina
By
Michael F. Latza

You stand in your sensible white shoes with bleached apron
Cinched behind over mid-calf length gingham floral print,
Hair tightly gathered into a bun trussed and pinned,
Streaks of white at your temple where the strays
Are unconsciously bothered into place.
Your back is to us all, undisturbed by the young girls
At the counter who wait upon numbered callers.
The long knife slices cleanly through
The sponge cake and you deftly slide the upper half
Onto a close platter ever watchful for fissures.
Then you take the bowl of sweet cream
Whipped by hand into soft peaks, disdaining to
Sample after years of surety;
Your spatula balances nearly half the bowl at a lift and
Arc to the bed of your cake, spreading in one motion
A seamless blanket into which you tuck the severely inspected
Washed and sliced strawberries, blotted so as not to bleed
Onto the white bed, precisely placed along the outer edge
For consummate presentation. Then the second half slathered
And cautiously cradled, balanced just so, with your stringent
spatula
Collecting errant spurts, finishing with fastidious flourish
On top, and flawless blushing berry selected for the capstone.
You display your issue in the sealed glass case
Next to cookies whose dough you clutched out by hand
And rolled between palms and flattened, next to bread
That you sifted and pounded and shaped, next to puff pastries
Into which you cautiously slipped your pipette,
Gently squeezing the bag and slowly withdrawing so as never
To burst out unexpectedly, small dollop oozing at the end.
And I stand outside your encased goods hungry and lonely
And wanting to be called before someone else purchases your
gifts,
Before they are cheapened as “Day-old,”
Before you bicycle off home to Máthair and bráthair’s
Family and farm, where the mirror confirms
That your rigorous ride has turned the silky white flour doughy
Which daily settles onto your neck and face and arms.
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I Rode the Dog
By
Michael P. Wright

A matted ticket, a Floridian excursion
From a tumultuous tundra to tipsy tropical
I’m dry-heaving, sweaty to elated and stoned delusional
Traveling with the world, the Amway fly-by-night huckster to
Joe Wal-Mart
Grifters, drifters to sunshine fanatics
Characters and companions for life, where’s Face Book
Screaming drunkard Dennis in Gary, brawling Jacksonville
pickpockets
Myths, tales permeate the exhaustive tire threads
Prickly panhandlers, amorous amputees, gregarious
gangsters
Listen, trembling frantically to the sad preacher, the crazed
surfer
White Castles and Twinkies for dinner
Chattanooga revelers to Daytona Beach bums
Anxious to get off, hold on, wait your turn
Anticipation, sleep deprived, the hobo’s bellyaching
My luggage was switched, it’s says Menominee, Falls
Wisconsin
What a ride, Greyhound hassled me to Florida.
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Lost With You

Never a Mapquest four-lane a straight shot
the distance between points

By

Traveling with you is to tour the scenic edge of
hairpin turns one-lane bridges one-way streets
to share your delight in the lone geranium
popping up red at a ravine
tatonka grazing near a vineyard
neighborhoods where we are wide-eyed foreigners

Kathy Cotton

It is lurching dizzy in the passenger seat
wondering if this dirt gravel asphalt concrete
could possibly detour home
when a sudden Cosmic Aha! rises inside
like heat off summer pavement
a certainty that there is always has been
only ONE road a single meandering strip
a.k.a. Buffalo Gap Main Street CR 14 Interstate 70
merging assumed names across an entire continent
until eventually it reaches ocean or icecap
and U-turns back
to the lighted window of my house
where I thank you for another lovely ride
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The Alley of the Dead
(Callejon de los
Muertos, San Miguel
de
Allende, Guanajuato,
Mexico)
By
Wilda Morris

Behind adobe walls,
workmen repair crumbling tombs
from which this short street
got its name.
Children swarm past the cemetery
toward la escuela. Shawled women
and bare-headed men flock
into la Iglesia San Rafael,
kneel, light candles,
say morning prayers.
I hike back up de los Muertos,
this callejon alive with bougainvillea.
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Ohio River Sojourn
By
Marie Samuel

If they said there are only months to live,
I'd creep to the river bluffs,
And sit in the sun for hours and hours
Watching eternal waters flow
Oceanward, rippling burdens onward
In a few days the cave would beckon
Its cavern a gaping yawn
For old ones to leave offerings
Til greed would reign for a time
Now the cave is my window to tomorrow.
But here by the house clouds streak by
Aiming to shine in the stirring water
And over its mirrored floor at dusk
Stars and the Moon greet world weary eyes
A proper place in which to live and die.
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In the Open Cable Car
By
Joseph Kuhn Carey

In the open cable car swinging gently
up above the endless vineyard rows
shooting out in all directions
like an amazing crazy quilt
just beyond the town of Rudesheim,
after a drizzly but scenic Rhein river
boat ride from easy-going Wiesbaden
(with bright sunshine and strong
surprise winds on deck on the last
river bend around the castle-strewn
side hills, whipping coats, pants
and hats like flags in a micro-burst),
there’s a soft quietude that plays like a
beautiful, lulling symphony, almost
as if the Lorelei is singing to sailors
and trying to make them crash onto hidden
Rhein rocks, but here you’re hanging
in space in a tiny metal car, alone with
your thoughts, hopes and dreams,
with no windows and the sky your
only neighbor, a meditation on
everything and nothing at the same time,
the river glinting, the ships moving slowly
like sugar cubes in molasses, the whole
world one big kaleidoscope of color,
the wind picks up and rocks the car a bit
and with white-knuckle happiness
you glide the rest of the way up to
the top of the hill looming tall over
the picturesque, oompah-band sized town.
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Wordless in China
By
Joe Glaser

as I walk by his seat
in the airplane
he reaches out
and rubs my stomach
...with a big grin
I first feel ridiculed
a fat foreigner
to be gawked at
...and laughed at
then I remember that a
big-bellied happy buddha
reigns with joyful aplomb
in the first chamber
of major temples

and happy buddhas
large and small
wood and metal
get their bellies rubbed
for good luck
shall I choose to believe
that I am a surrogate
for a sprawling statue...
a good luck totem?
I think maybe not
so I reach over
and pinch his cheek...
like wedding guests
pinch a Naxi bride
his friends all around
crack up laughing
and give me a thumbs-up
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Persia, 1978
By
Tom Roby

On a cloudy afternoon the year before the
Ayatollah stops tourism, we bump along an ill
kept path—irritable, dodging sink holes.
The sun sets a brief scarlet flag on the horizon,
leaves a chill twilight over the circle of the
plain.
It is dark when we reach the shrine of the
warrior who forged the Persian Empire, the
statesman who ended the Babylonian exile.
The tomb of Cyrus makes a great mound outlined
against the night sky. We curse wrong directions,
missed turns that bring us here too late,
wondering how it looks in daylight.
Our tired minds turn to where the next village
might be, when a procession of bells rings out.
We switch on headlights, find a flock of sheep
curious about night wanderers to this abandoned
souvenir.
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